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University of Southern California                  Phone: (303) 246-5779 

Leventhal School of Accounting – ACC 232E             Fax:     (213) 747-2815 

3660 Trousdale Parkway                   E-mail: schonber@usc.edu  

Los Angeles, CA 90089-0441       

      

EDUCATION 

University of Southern California, Marshall School of Business  

Ph.D. in Accounting (expected completion: June 2014)    

Chair: K.R. Subramanyam 

University of Colorado, Leeds School of Business 

Master of Accounting (with High Distinction), 2003-2007 

Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Licensed in Colorado since 2008    

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Denver, CO    

Associate in Data Management Group (Advisory and Audit Support), 2007-2009 

Groundswell, Washington, DC   

Treasurer, Finance committee (chair), Executive committee, 2011-Present 

 

RESEARCH INTERESTS 

Financial reporting; Accounting information and asset prices; Causal inference  

 

WORKING PAPERS  

Real asset liquidity and asset impairments (Job market paper) 

Do option markets price predictable patterns in future stock returns? Evidence from accounting 

anomalies  (with Shana Hong and K.R. Subramanyam). Submitted to The Accounting Review 

Earnings surprises and uncertainty: Theory and evidence from option implied volatility (with K.R. 

Subramanyam and Kara Wells)  

Entropy-balanced discretionary accruals (with Jeff McMullin)  

  

WORK-IN-PROGRESS 

Financial statement informativeness and the investor base 

Evidence on the use of trade credit by financially healthy firms: The role of relationship specific 

investments 

 

TEACHING INTERESTS 

Financial accounting; Financial statement analysis; Auditing 
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

University of Southern California, Marshall School of Business  

Instructor - Core Concepts of Managerial Accounting (Req’d undergrad course), Spring 2012 

     Teaching evaluation: 4.74 out of 5 

Instructor - Academy of Finance (Urban Education Partnership course for local high school 

students), Fall 2013 

Teaching Assistant - Financial Statement Analysis (MBA elective course), Spring 2013 

Teaching Assistant - Core Concepts of Financial Accounting (Req’d undergrad course), Fall 2011 

 

HONORS AND AWARDS 
Deloitte Foundation Doctoral Fellow, Deloitte Foundation, 2013 

Mary Pickford Foundation Doctoral Teaching Award, 2012 

Elijah Watt Sells Award, AICPA, 2007 

Norlin Scholar, University of Colorado, 2003-2007 

 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
      American Accounting Association, Financial Accounting and Reporting Section     

 

CONFERENCES ATTENDED 
JAE Conference, 2013 

AAA Doctoral Consortium 2013 

AAA Financial Accounting Reporting Section 2010, 2013 

Conf. on Financial Economics and Accounting 2012 (reviewed submissions, discussant for 3 papers) 

American Accounting Association annual meeting 2012 (discussant), 2013 (discussant) 

Annual SEC and Financial Reporting Institute Conference 2010, 2011, 2013 
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ABSTRACTS: WORKING PAPERS  

Real asset liquidity and asset impairments (Job market paper) 

    I examine how the presence of a more active (liquid) resale market for real assets influences the frequency and 

timeliness of asset impairments. Consistent with an available resale market providing a useful benchmark for 

evaluating recorded asset values, I find that firms with more liquid real assets recognize more frequent and 

timelier impairments, resulting in lower book-to-market ratios and more conditionally conservative earnings. 

Impairments are more frequent in tests using both industry-level measures of real asset liquidity and firm-

specific measures of aircraft fleet liquidity for firms in the airline industry. Real asset liquidity also improves 

the information content of accounting values, especially book values. Finally, more frequent and timelier 

impairments are associated with decreases in information asymmetry around earnings announcements for 

firms with more liquid real assets. 

Do options price predictable patterns in future stock returns? Evidence from accounting 

anomalies 

    We examine whether option prices reflect predictable patterns in future stock returns associated with well 

documented accounting anomalies. Evidence from put-call parity violations suggest that they do not. Rather, 

option prices appear to accurately track contemporaneous stock prices. Further analysis suggests that high 

costs of trading options—implied volatility premiums and transaction costs—could prevent option traders 

from exploiting these profit opportunities. However, we do find unexploited profit opportunities of significant 

magnitudes, even after transaction costs, for option trading strategies that primarily involve selling options. 

Our results suggest that option prices mechanically arbitrage contemporaneous stock prices, and therefore 

reflect the exact forms of mispricing that are present in stock prices.  

Earnings surprises and uncertainty: Theory and evidence from option implied volatility 

We model the effect of information surprise on market uncertainty regarding firm value. Unlike traditional 

rational expectations models without parametric uncertainty where information decreases uncertainty by a 

constant amount, we show that uncertainty regarding information precision results in a V-shaped relation 

between surprise and uncertainty about firm value, where small absolute surprises decrease uncertainty but 

large absolute surprises escalate uncertainty. We test our theory by empirically relating earnings forecast 

errors to implied volatilities calculated from option prices immediately after earnings announcements. The 

empirical analysis yields evidence consistent with the proposed relation. Our findings contribute most directly 

to the rational expectations literature and the implied volatility literature, but also to the more general 

literature that examines the effects of information on the second moment of investors’ beliefs about firm 

value. 

Entropy-balanced discretionary accruals 

    We develop a novel measure of discretionary accruals that appears well specified and powerful in detecting 

earnings management by employing entropy balancing (Hainmueller, 2012) to identify a weighted peer 

portfolio of firms in the same industry-year. This weighted portfolio is used to estimate expected non-

discretionary accruals for the firm of interest. We propose and test three benefits of this new measure for 

discretionary accruals relative to existing measurement approaches. First, entropy balancing does not impose a 

linear functional form on the relation between accruals and covariates. Second, employing the weighted-

average peer portfolio to estimate non-discretionary accruals reduces the extent of idiosyncratic noise relative 

to one-to-one matching techniques. Finally, entropy balancing does not produce an estimate of non-

discretionary accruals when extrapolation beyond the convex hull of peer firms’ covariates is required. The 

benefits related to our entropy-balanced measure are important to empirical researchers relying on estimates of 

discretionary accruals. 


